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The Forward Tracking System (FTS)

Geometry & Challenges

 Measure deflection of charged particles in dipole field

 6 straw tube chambers 

 4 double layers per chamber 

 13056 straw tubes total

 Momentum acceptance ≥ 3% p
beam

 Drift times ≤ 130 / 150 ns (outside / in dipole field) 

 Ar+CO
2
 (90 : 10) @ 2 bar, anode wire @ 1.8 kV

Occupancy

 PANDA @ 20 MHz 

 On average: 50 ns between 2 events 

 ≤ 6 overlapping events with prob. ≥ 96.6%

 Up to 8 charged primary tracks in acceptance

 Combinatorial PR:

 O((6*8)6*4) = O(1040) track candidates
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Line+Parabola+Line Track Model for the FTS

 Simulations show that the tracks can be approximated by a line before, a parabola within, 
and a line behind the dipole field
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The Hough Transform for Pattern Recognition

 Can be used for wide variety of approximated analytical track shapes

 Robust against noisy, missing or additional detector hits

 Operations per event proportional to number of detector hits

 Suited for implementation on FPGA
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Equations (x-z-plane)

 Line before and after dipole field:

 Parabola within dipole field:

with 
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hit

, z
hit

): Hit coordinates

 (x, z) = (x
hit

 – x
0
, z

hit
 – z

0
)  

 p
zx

: Projection of track's momentum in z-x-plane 

 Q: Charge of particle

 B
y
: Max. y-component of B-field
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The Algorithm 

Geometry: Chambers 1+2 before, 3+4 inside, 5+6 after dipole field

1. Find lines in x-z-plane in chamber 1+2 and in chamber 5+6 with 
non-skewed fired straws 

2. Expand lines to planes in 3D, add intersecting fired skewed straws 

3. Parabola Hough transform in x-z-plane on non-skewed straws in 
chambers 3-5 

4. Expand parabola to 3D, add intersecting fired skewed straws 

5. Straight line Hough transform in y-z-plane on hits from chamber 1-6

6. Require all non-skewed hits to lie on line from step 5 

 → (x,y,z) available for all FTS hits, charge, (p
x
,p

y
,p

z
) available 

      for track candidates 
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Study of Preliminary Momentum Resolution for p
z
 from FTS 

Pattern Recognition Only

 50k muons with BoxGenerator (1 muon/event) 

 0.5 GeV/c < p < 5.0 GeV/c, 0.1  < theta < 5 , 0  <= phi < 360⁰ ⁰ ⁰ ⁰

 Multiple scattering and energy losses included

 All detectors included, dipole field for pbeam = 15 GeV/c

 Full PandaRoot simulation 

 For reconstruction of p
z
 

line+parabola Hough Transform 
in x-z-plane is performed

 Only hits from non-skewed FTS 1-5 
straws are used, no drift circles!

 Require at least 2 non-skewed 
hits in FTS 1+2 and 4 in FTS 3-5 

 No matching with other detectors, 
no Kalman filter!
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Want More Details?

You can find a published in-detail 
description of the algorithm here:

http://pos.sissa.it/archive/conferences/184/023/Bormio
%202013_023.pdf

(M. Galuska et. al., PoS(Bormio 2013)023)

And many thanks for help to S. Spataro, D. 
Münchow, M. Wagner, J. Hu, Y. Liang, M. 

Al-Turany, W. Kühn and B. Spruck

Thank You!
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Pattern Recognition Algorithm Requirements

     Geometry: 6 Chambers of 4 double layers each (0 , +5 ,-5 , 0 )⁰ ⁰ ⁰ ⁰

1. Start with (x, y-range, z) for non-skewed (0 ), (x-range, y-range, z) for ⁰
skewed (+/-5 ) straws in chambers 1-6 (wire positions) and drift circles for all ⁰
straws

2. ***Run some algorithm which ***

 Determines which hits belong to the same track → Track candidates

 Determines charge, (p
x
,p

y
,p

z
) at some (x,y,z) for all track candidates

3. Match track candidates with other subdetectors → Run Kalman filter 

Next slide: The algorithm 
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The Algorithm (For the Expert's Consideration)

    Geometry: Chambers 1+2 before, 3+4 inside, 5+6 after dipole field

1. Use non-skewed straws to find lines in x-z-plane in chamber 1+2 and in chamber 5+6 taking drift 
circles into account → (x,z) available for hits from non-skewed straws in chambers 1+2+5+6

2. Expand lines to planes in 3D and add hits from intersections with fired skewed straws 
→ (x,z) available for all chamber 1+2+5+6 hits, additionally y for hits from skewed straws

3. Perform parabola Hough transform in x-z-plane on x-shifted hits from non-skewed straws in 
chambers 3-5 taking drift circles into account for each line from ch. 1+2 found in step 1 
→ charge+p

x
+p

z
 (at entrance to FTS)

4. Expand parabola to 3D and add hits from intersections with fired skewed straws 
→ (x,y,z) available for skewed hits in chambers 3-5

5. Perform straight line Hough transform in y-z-plane on hits from chamber 1-6 
→ y available for all hits in chambers 1-6, p

y
 (at entrance to FTS)

6. Require all non-skewed hits to lie on line from step 5 
→ y available for all hits in chambers 1-6

 → (x,y,z) available for all FTS hits, charge, (p
x
,p

y
,p

z
) available for track candidates at 

specified (x,y,z)
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